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Pop Team Epic, Second Season - Bkub Okawa 2020-11-03
A gonzo, irreverent, four-panel manga featuring two 14-year-old girls
who will bicker and curse their way into your heart. No filter. No shame.
No logic. No problem! So you think that Popuko and Pipimi are just
typical cute, sweet tweens? Think again f#%**ers! Ask the millions of
fans in Japan and abroad….. these girls are nasty, vulgar, and they don’t
take crap from anyone! The bizarre four-panel comic by Bkub Okawa, on
which the hit anime is based, is filled with obscure pop culture
references (including walk-ons by characters from other series) and
tongue-in-cheek—and in-your-face—quips and snipes, as well as
inappropriate physical violence. POP TEAM EPIC will keep you laughing,
confused, and addicted!
The Day Dad Joined My Soccer Team - Maureen Fergus 2018-04-03
What’s a boy to do with a dad like this? A soccer dad misunderstands
when he hears that his son’s team needs his help. Instead of taking care
of halftime snacks, the dad grabs a jersey and runs onto the field to play!
And what an embarrassment he is: he hogs the ball, complains about his
teammates and throws a hairy fit when the referee doesn’t call a play his
way! Can the boy teach his dad the rules of being a good sport before he
drives the whole team crazy? Kids will blow the whistle on this dad —
he’s way offside!
Nichijou, 1 - Keiichi Arawi 2020-11-17
In this just-surreal enough take on the "school genre" of manga, a group
of friends grapple with all sorts of unexpected situations in their daily
lives as high schoolers. The gags, jokes, puns, and haiku keep this series
off-kilter even as the cast grow and change. Check it out and meet the
new ordinary.
Maria Finds Courage - Tony Dungy 2018-08-07
Find the Courage to Try Something New When Maria's family moves to a
new town, her parents sign her up for the summer soccer team to help
her meet new friends. But Maria has never tried soccer before. She
would rather be back on her old swim team. Maria is afraid she will be
the worst player and no one will like her. Coach Tony and Coach Lauren
remind Maria everything is new at first. Maria will have to give soccer a
try to see if she likes it. What have you wanted to try but were afraid to?
Like Maria, you can have the courage to try something new, because who
knows? That new thing you try might just become your next favorite
thing! *** Join the Team! The Team Dungy series of picture books for
young readers, ages 6-9, teaches character-building lessons through the
familiar world of sports.
Pop Team Epic - Bkub Okawa 2020-11-03
A gonzo, irreverent, four-panel manga featuring two 14-year-old girls
who will bicker and curse their way into your heart. No filter. No shame.
No logic. No problem! So you think that Popuko and Pipimi are just
typical cute, sweet tweens? Think again f#%**ers! Ask the millions of
fans in Japan and abroad….. these girls are nasty, vulgar, and they don’t
take crap from anyone! The bizarre four-panel comic by Bkub Okawa, on
which the hit anime is based, is filled with obscure pop culture
references (including walk-ons by characters from other series) and
tongue-in-cheek—and in-your-face—quips and snipes, as well as
inappropriate physical violence. POP TEAM EPIC will keep you laughing,
confused, and addicted!
Sakamoto's Swim Club - Julie Abery 2021-05-04
Lyrically told true story of the teacher who coached Hawaiian swimmers
to Olympic glory. When the children of workers on a 1930s Maui sugar
plantation were chased away from playing in the nearby irrigation
ditches, local science teacher Soichi Sakamoto had an idea. He would
take responsibility for the children and train them to swim. Using his
science background, Sakamoto developed a strict practice regime for the
kids, honing their skills and building their strength and endurance. They
formed a team and began to dominate events, first nationally and then
internationally — until they made it all the way to Olympic gold! Told in
simple rhyme, Sakamoto’s story will inspire athletes, coaches — and
everyone who believes impossible dreams can come true.
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Search and Rescue Team - Tim Newcomb 2015-01-01
No matter where in the world someone might be lost, these experts are
ready to go in and find them. Search and Rescue teams brave just about
every environment on Earth, from icy mountains to uncharted forests to
raging rivers. Using skill, training, and tech, they put themselves in
harm's way to help those in trouble. Inside, go on some search-andrescue treks, learn about the training the rescuers undergo, and see
some of the cool tools they use to do their jobs. Adventure, courage,
talent . . . and service--they can all be found in the stories of brave men
and women who go . . . ON A MISSION. Each title in this series contains
color photos, close ups of key tools and technology used on each mission,
and back matter including: an index, further reading lists for books and
internet resources, and a series glossary. Mason Crest's editorial team
has placed Key Icons to Look for throughout the books in this series in an
effort to encourage library readers to build knowledge, gain awareness,
explore possibilities and expand their viewpoints through our content
rich non-fiction books. Key Icons are as follows: Words to Understand are
shown at the front of each chapter with definitions. These words are then
used in the prose throughout that chapter, and are emboldened, so that
the reader is able to reference back to the definitions- building their
vocabulary and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars are
highlighted graphics with content rich material within that allows
readers to build knowledge and broaden their perspectives by weaving
together additional information to provide realistic and holistic
perspectives. Text Dependent Questions are placed at the end of each
chapter. They challenge the reader's comprehension of the chapter they
have just read, while sending the reader back to the text for more careful
attention to the evidence presented there. Research Projects are
provided at the end of each chapter as well and provide readers with
suggestions for projects that encourage deeper research and analysis. A
Series Glossary of Key Terms is included in the back matter contains
terminology used throughout the series. Words found here broaden the
reader's knowledge and understanding of terms used in this field.
You Are Part Of An Epic Team - Notebook Epic Team 2019-12-30
are you Looking for a Gift for someone you know him? you can give this
notebook to anyone you want (kids and girls) ect, i think it's nice gift for
birthday and Christmas (: Notebook for taking notes at home, at the
office, at work, coworker gifts, men, women, students, kids, Christmas,
Secret Santa or project employee appreciation gift for any office
environment.or anywhere you go. journal, Featuring a soft cover this 6 x
9(15.2 x 22.9 cm) 110 lined pages paperback is as practical as it is cute!
excellent gift for birthdays, Christmas, coworkers, girlfriend, friends or
any special occasion Composition Notebook for anyone Awesome
birthday and Christmas gift for team member appreciation gifts / team of
teams / team culture / team development/team gifts for employees this
Notebook include: Matte soft cover Size: 6 x 9 inches 110 Pages Printed
on white paper
Oddrey Joins the Team - Dave Whamond 2019-04
Oddrey's back for a third adventure, this time bringing her exuberant
spirit to the soccer field. Kirkus writes, ''A winning theme for the early
sports shelf.''
You Are Part Of An Epic Team - Notebook Epic Team 2019-12-30
are you Looking for a Gift for someone you know him? you can give this
notebook to anyone you want (kids and girls) ect, i think it's nice gift for
birthday and Christmas (: Notebook for taking notes at home, at the
office, at work, coworker gifts, men, women, students, kids, Christmas,
Secret Santa or project employee appreciation gift for any office
environment.or anywhere you go. journal, Featuring a soft cover this 8.5
x 11 110 lined pages paperback is as practical as it is cute! excellent gift
for birthdays, Christmas, coworkers, girlfriend, friends or any special
occasion Composition Notebook for anyone Awesome birthday and
Christmas gift for team member appreciation gifts / team of teams / team
culture / team development/team gifts for employees this Notebook
include: Matte soft cover Size: 8.5 x 11 inches 110 Pages Printed on
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white paper
Let's Join a Team! - Savina Collins 2018-07-01
A team helps each other. A team works together. A team communicates.
Find out how to be a team player. Paired to the fiction title My Favorite
Sport.
World Cup Women - Meg Walters 2019-11-19
This is the illustrated story of 23 soccer players who worked together to
become World Cup champions and heroes to millions of men, women,
boys, and girls across America and around the world. In July 2019, a
record number of people all around the world tuned in to watch the
Women's World Cup, which took place in France. Fifty-two games,
twenty-four teams, four weeks . . . one winner. Megan Rapinoe had
waited for this day since she attended a World Cup game as a teenager,
and Alex Morgan had set her sights on a World Cup victory of her own as
she watched Mia Hamm, Brandi Chastain, and Team USA win in 1999.
Years of hard work, determination, and practice put Megan, Alex, and
their teammates in the perfect position, and they took full advantage.
Rose Lavelle, Tobin Heath, Alyssa Naeher, Crystal Dunn, Ali Krieger,
Julie Ertz, Carli Lloyd, and the rest of the US Women's National Team
returned home from France with the title, the trophy, and their nation's
pride, becoming the first team in history to win four Women's World Cup
titles! New York City threw a parade in their honor, and fans lined the
streets, clapping and cheering and chanting their names. These women
were on top of the world—they'd come so far. They'd achieved their
dreams!World Cup Women highlights Team USA's tournament
experience and provides a glimpse into what shot them to the top . . . and
what may keep them there a little longer.
Lucy Clark Will Not Apologize - Margo Rabb 2021-05-11
“A delightfully offbeat mystery that is also about the mystery of
becoming yourself.” —Rebecca Stead, New York Times bestselling author
“A full-on delight: funny, gripping, warm-hearted, and beautifully
written—it made me cheer. Read it!” —Madeline Miller, award-winning
author of Circe "There's magic in this novel's quirky, sweet world. I want
to live in its gardens and cheer Lucy on while she finds her heart’s
loves!" —Kristin Cashore, New York Times bestselling author of
Graceling "Tender and fierce, witty and wise, this is a tale of the route
we take when we grow up and into the love we deserve." —Judy Blundell,
National Book Award-winning author of What I Saw and How I Lied In
this witty and whimsical story by award-winning author Margo Rabb, a
sixteen-year-old girl is suspended from boarding school and sent to New
York City, where she must take care of an unconventional woman
entangled in a mystery. Lucy Clark has had it. After being bullied one too
many times, Lucy retaliates. But when the fallout is far worse than she
meant it to be, she gets sent to Manhattan to serve as a full-time
companion to the eccentric Edith Fox. Edith is glamorous and
mysterious—nothing like Lucy expected. Though Edith’s world of hidden
gardens and afternoon teas is beguiling, there’s one other thing about
her that makes her unlike anyone Lucy has ever met...she thinks
someone is trying to kill her. And it’s up to Lucy to find out who it is.
The Boys in the Boat - Daniel James Brown 2021-03-30
The #1 New York Times–bestselling story about the American Olympic
rowing triumph in Nazi Germany—from the author of Facing the
Mountain. Soon to be a major motion picture directed by George Clooney
For readers of Unbroken, out of the depths of the Depression comes an
irresistible story about beating the odds and finding hope in the most
desperate of times—the improbable, intimate account of how nine
working-class boys from the American West showed the world at the
1936 Olympics in Berlin what true grit really meant. It was an unlikely
quest from the start. With a team composed of the sons of loggers,
shipyard workers, and farmers, the University of Washington’s eight-oar
crew team was never expected to defeat the elite teams of the East Coast
and Great Britain, yet they did, going on to shock the world by defeating
the German team rowing for Adolf Hitler. The emotional heart of the tale
lies with Joe Rantz, a teenager without family or prospects, who rows not
only to regain his shattered self-regard but also to find a real place for
himself in the world. Drawing on the boys’ own journals and vivid
memories of a once-in-a-lifetime shared dream, Brown has created an
unforgettable portrait of an era, a celebration of a remarkable
achievement, and a chronicle of one extraordinary young man’s personal
quest.
Good Team: A Cooperation Story - Anastasia Suen 2008-09-01
The students in Miss K's class experience situations that occur in schools
everywhere. A group of children learns the importance of teamwork in A
Good Team. Megan, Yasmin, Sophia, and Latasha work together to solve
the problem of how to complete their project. What Do You Think?
team-epic
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questions, Miss K's Classroom rules, and a glossary aid teachers in
classroom discussions about the character trait of fairness featured in
this stunning picture book. Special thanks to content consultant Vicki F.
Panaccione Ph.D. Looking Glass Library is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a
division of ABDO Publishing Group. Grades P-4.
The Bulls Football Team - Cecilia Minden 2018-08-01
The Bulls Football Team in the Little Blossom Stories series uses
curriculum based fiction to get children comfortable with reading--and
excited about playing football. This book uses a combination of sight
words and short-vowel words in repetition to build recognition and
confidence. Original illustrations help guide readers through the text.
Text and format is created by Cecilia Minden, PhD, a literacy consultant
and former director of the Language and Literacy program at Harvard
Graduate School of Education. Includes phonics and teachers' guide.
Austin Plays Fair - Tony Dungy 2018-08-07
Fair Play Is Always the Right Way Austin loves playing flag football for
the Trentwood Tigers. There is only one problem. His team has lost six
games in a row, and he doesn't like losing. At his next game, Austin's
teammate has a plan to trick the other team. It works, but Austin knows
his team cheated to win. Coach Tony and Coach Lauren remind Austin
the most important thing about football isn't winning—it's playing fair.
When his team takes the field for their next game, will Austin choose to
cheat again, or will he stand up for what's right? What would you do if
you were in Austin's shoes? *** Join the Team! The Team Dungy series of
picture books for young readers, ages 6-9, teaches character-building
lessons through the familiar world of sports.
The Clean Team - Anna Prokos 2012-09-01
Will Neat Nick have to clean up the streets all by himself or will Sloppy
Joe learn to change his ways? Character concept: Citizenship: Protect the
environment.
The Floating Field - Scott Riley 2021-03-02
On the island of Koh Panyee, in a village built on stilts, there is no open
space. How will a group of Thai boys play soccer? After watching the
World Cup on television, a group of Thai boys is inspired to form their
own team. But on the island of Koh Panyee, in a village built on stilts,
there is no open space. The boys can play only twice a month on a
sandbar when the tide is low enough. Everything changes when the teens
join together to build their very own floating soccer field. This inspiring
true story by debut author Scott Riley is gorgeously illustrated by
Nguyen Quang and Kim Lien. Perfect for fans of stories about sports,
beating seemingly impossible odds, and places and cultures not often
shown in picture books. "A compelling book for football [soccer] fans and
readers seeking examples of ingenuity."—starred, Publishers Weekly
All of This Is True: A Novel - Lygia Day Penaflor 2018-05-15
“Devious, delicious, and gasp-worthy.” (Kathleen Glasgow, New York
Times bestselling author of Girl in Pieces) In this genre-defying pageturner from Lygia Day Peñaflor, four teens befriend their favorite
novelist, only to find their deepest, darkest secrets in the pages of her
next book—with devastating consequences. Miri Tan loved the book
Undertow like it was a living being. So when she and her friends went to
a book signing to hear the author, Fatima Ro, they concocted a plan to
get close to her. Soleil Johnston wanted to be a writer herself one day.
When she and her friends started hanging out with her favorite author,
Fatima Ro, she couldn’t believe their luck—especially when Jonah
Nicholls started hanging out with them, too. Penny Panzarella was more
than the materialist party girl everyone at the Graham School thought
she was—and she was willing to share all her secrets with Fatima Ro to
prove it. Jonah Nicholls had more to hide than any of them. And now that
Fatima’s next book is out in the world, he’s the one who is paying the
price... Perfect for fans of One of Us Is Lying—and told as a series of
interviews, journal entries, and even pages from the book within the
book—this gripping story of a fictional scandal will keep you on the edge
of your seat from beginning to end.
NFL Teams (Set) - Kenny Abdo 2021-08
Feel like you are on the field with today's NFL teams with these exciting
and informative books. Learn about the history, best moments, and top
players of teams like the New England Patriots, Kansas City Chiefs, and
Minnesota Vikings. With easy text and heart-racing photos, these hi-lo
books will have any young reader going for the extra point! Aligned to
Common Core standards & correlated to state standards. Fly! is an
imprint of Abdo Zoom, a division of ABDO.
Alone Across the Arctic - Pam Flowers 2011-03-15
Eight sled dogs and one woman set out from Barrow, Alaska, to mush
2,500 miles. ALONE ACROSS THE ARCTIC chronicles this astounding
expedition. For an entire year, Pam Flowers and her dogs made this epic
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journey across North America arctic coast. The first woman to make this
trip solo, Pam endures and deals with intense blizzards, melting pack ice,
and a polar bear. Yet in the midst of such danger, Pam also relishes the
time alone with her beloved team. Their survival—-her survival—-hinges
on that mutual trust and love.
Camille's Team - Stuart J. Murphy 2011-02-01
Camille loves to build sand forts at the beach. But it's hard to build a big
fort alone. Camille and her friends make a plan. They find that they can
get more done--and have more fun--when they work together.
Home Team - Eric Walters 2010-04-01
In the tenth installment of the best-selling Eric Walters basketball series,
Nick, Kia and their teammates embark on a letter writing campaign to
persuade the Toronto Raptors community relations department to send
one or more of the players to visit Clark Boulevard Elementary School.
Unfortunately they are too late in applying and the team's school
program has already been set for the year. But Nick and Kia do not give
up easily, and their efforts become increasingly dramatic until Nick
finally comes up with an idea that the team will be unable to ignore.
Down at the Sea Hotel - Greg Brown 2013-10-20T00:00:00-04:00
Night falls in wavelets of gentle fantasy at a seaside hotel in this
charming bedtime story. With a peaceful “Good Night Moon” vibe, this
story-song penned features whimsical, lush illustrations. The narrated
story is followed by the recording of the theme song “Down at the Sea
Hotel”.
Pop Team Epic, Second Season - Bkub Okawa 2018-12-04
A gonzo, irreverent, four-panel manga featuring two 14-year-old girls
who will bicker and curse their way into your heart. No filter. No shame.
No logic. No problem! So you think that Popuko and Pipimi are just
typical cute, sweet tweens? Think again f#%**ers! Ask the millions of
fans in Japan and abroad….. these girls are nasty, vulgar, and they don’t
take crap from anyone! The bizarre four-panel comic by Bkub Okawa, on
which the hit anime is based, is filled with obscure pop culture
references (including walk-ons by characters from other series) and
tongue-in-cheek—and in-your-face—quips and snipes, as well as
inappropriate physical violence. POP TEAM EPIC will keep you laughing,
confused, and addicted!
The Daily Lives of High School Boys, volume 5 - Yasunobu Yamauchi
2022-02-15
Silly Times at Sanada North High They were teenagers living the
humdrum life of Japanese high school boys. By day, they were a foureyed geek with daddy issues, a ditzy goofball who can’t stop saying
“surreal,” and…another boy who barely shows up in the story, but when
the final school bell rang, they were…still those people. Enjoy more
rollicking inanity as Tadakuni, Yoshitake, and Hidenori continue to
experience adolescent awkwardness, antiquated can-based games, and
more—all backed by a killer rock score (in your head). To the outside
world, their lives were simply absurd marks on paper that some may call
“manga,” but to each other, this was simply The Daily Lives of High
School Boys.
The Daily Lives of High School Boys, volume 1 - Yasunobu Yamauchi
2021-11-16
Gut-busting antics! In this slice-of-life comedy, high schoolers Tadakuni,
Yoshitake, and Hidenori tackle the wacky and awkward situations they’re
thrown into in their everyday lives! The trio do everything a normal
group of high school boys would do. They play games, they tell ghost
stories, and they even...wear skirts?! There’s no shortage of witty oneliners in this knee-slapping series!
Our Team - Luke Epplin 2021-03-30
The riveting story of four men—Larry Doby, Bill Veeck, Bob Feller, and
Satchel Paige—whose improbable union on the Cleveland Indians in the
late 1940s would shape the immediate postwar era of Major League
Baseball and beyond. In July 1947, not even three months after Jackie
Robinson debuted on the Brooklyn Dodgers, snapping the color line that
had segregated Major League Baseball, Larry Doby would follow in his
footsteps on the Cleveland Indians. Though Doby, as the second Black
player in the majors, would struggle during his first summer in
Cleveland, his subsequent turnaround in 1948 from benchwarmer to
superstar sparked one of the wildest and most meaningful seasons in
baseball history. In intimate, absorbing detail, Luke Epplin's Our Team
traces the story of the integration of the Cleveland Indians and their
quest for a World Series title through four key participants: Bill Veeck,
an eccentric and visionary owner adept at exploding fireworks on and off
the field; Larry Doby, a soft-spoken, hard-hitting pioneer whose majorleague breakthrough shattered stereotypes that so much of white
America held about Black ballplayers; Bob Feller, a pitching prodigy
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from the Iowa cornfields who set the template for the athlete as
businessman; and Satchel Paige, a legendary pitcher from the Negro
Leagues whose belated entry into the majors whipped baseball fans
across the country into a frenzy. Together, as the backbone of a team
that epitomized the postwar American spirit in all its hopes and
contradictions, these four men would captivate the nation by storming to
the World Series--all the while rewriting the rules of what was possible in
sports.
Red Hood - Elana K. Arnold 2020-02-25
A dark, engrossing, blood-drenched tale of the familiar threats to female
power—and one girl’s journey to regain it. Five starred reviews greeted
this powerful story from Elana K. Arnold, author of the Printz Honor
winner Damsel. You are alone in the woods, seen only by the unblinking
yellow moon. Your hands are empty. You are nearly naked. And the wolf
is angry. Since her grandmother became her caretaker when she was
four years old, Bisou Martel has lived a quiet life in a little house in
Seattle. She’s kept mostly to herself. She’s been good. But then comes
the night of homecoming, when she finds herself running for her life over
roots and between trees, a fury of claws and teeth behind her. A wolf
attacks. Bisou fights back. A new moon rises. And with it, questions.
About the blood in Bisou’s past, and on her hands as she stumbles home.
About broken boys and vicious wolves. About girls lost in the
woods—frightened, but not alone.
SWAT Team Member - Patrick Perish 2015-01-01
Only the most dangerous circumstances call for a visit from the SWAT
team. Using special weapons and techniques, these highly trained
officers keep people safe in a variety of situations. Learn what it takes to
be a SWAT team member in this book for young students.
Team Moon - Catherine Thimmesh 2015-09
From the engineers to the suit testers, the story of the many people in
various professions who worked behind-the-scenes to get Apollo 11 on
the moon and safely back is presented through quotes, transcripts,
national archives, and full-color NASA pho
The Lightness of Hands - Jeff Garvin 2020-04-14
A quirky and heartfelt coming-of-age story about a teen girl with bipolar
II who signs her failed magician father up to perform his legendary but
failed illusion on live TV in order to make enough money to pay for the
medications they need—from the author of Symptoms of Being Human.
Perfect for fans of Adi Alsaid, David Arnold, and Arvin Ahmadi. Sixteenyear-old Ellie Dante is desperate for something in her life to finally go
right. Her father was a famous stage magician until he attempted an epic
illusion on live TV—and failed. Now Ellie lives with her dad in a beat-up
RV, attending high school online and performing with him at birthday
parties and bars across the Midwest to make ends meet. But when the
gigs dry up, their insurance lapses, leaving Dad’s heart condition
unchecked and forcing Ellie to battle her bipolar II disorder without
medication. Then Ellie receives a call from a famous magic duo, who
offer fifteen thousand dollars and a shot at redemption: they want her
father to perform the illusion that wrecked his career—on their live TV
special, which shoots in Los Angeles in ten days. Ellie knows her dad will
refuse—but she takes the deal anyway, then lies to persuade him to head
west. With the help of her online-only best friend and an unusual guy she
teams up with along the way, Ellie makes a plan to stage his comeback.
But when her lie is exposed, she’ll have to confront her illness and her
choices head-on to save her father—and herself.
Once Upon a Team - Springer Jon 2018-05-01
In 1884, professional baseball was still in its infancy. The National
League was less than a decade old, the National Association (which had
been around since 1871) was now defunct, the American Association
(which began two years earlier) were nipping at the NL’s heels, and a
new league—the Union Association—was in its first year. With all that
going on, a hard-playing, hard-drinking club out of tiny Wilmington,
Delaware—the Quicksteps—were so dominating their minor-league
opponents that they would receive the opportunity of a lifetime. At
51–12, the Quicksteps were easily handling the struggling Eastern
League, which was still in its inaugural season. Led by archetypal stars
Tommy “Oyster” Burns and Edward “The Only” Nolan, the Quicksteps
attacked opponents with a spike-sharpened, rough-and-tumble approach
to the game that was only then coming into style, including Nolan’s
revolutionary delivery: the curve ball. They clinched the league title with
six weeks left in the season, and then did something no other team had
ever done before. The UA’s inaugural season wasn’t going as well as they
had hoped. Four teams folded before the season’s conclusion, and the
red-hot Quicksteps were slated to be promoted to the professional
league—something which, then and now, is unheard of—replacing the
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defunct Philadelphia Keystones. Unfortunately, things did not go as well
for Wilmington in the UA as it did in the Eastern League. As the first
shots are fired in a near century-long battle for player rights, mass
defections, and a comedy of on-field error and misfortune resigned the
Quicksteps to a virtually unassailable record for baseball futility. In 18
games, the Quicksteps went 2–16, giving them a .111 winning
percentage (compared to their .810 winning percentage in the Eastern
League). The UA would fold at seasons’ end—as would the Quicksteps.
Loaded with colorful characters, highlight plays, and behind-the-scenes
drama, Jon Springer (Mets by the Numbers) tells the forgotten true story
of a tumultuous and remarkable summer; a team driven and summarily
destroyed by its own dream of success.
Twin Crowns - Catherine Doyle 2022-05-17
A high-stakes fantasy rom-com about twin princesses separated at
birth—one raised as the crown princess, and the other taken as an infant
and raised to kidnap her sister, steal the crown, and avenge the parents'
murders—the first novel in a new YA duology from bestselling UK
authors Catherine Doyle and Katherine Webber. Perfect for fans of The
Selection, My Lady Jane, and Caraval. Wren Greenrock has always
known that one day she’d steal her sister’s place on the throne. Trained
from birth to return to the palace and avenge her parents’ murder, she’ll
do anything to become queen and protect the community of witches who
raised her. Or she would, if only a certain guard wasn’t quite so
distractingly attractive, and if her reckless magic would stop causing
trouble. . . . Princess Rose Valhart knows that with power comes
responsibility—and she won’t let a small matter like waking up in the
desert with an extremely impertinent (and very handsome) kidnapper get
in the way of her duty. But life outside the palace is wilder and more
beautiful than she ever imagined, and the witches she has long feared
might turn out to be the family she never had. But as coronation day
looms and each sister strives to claim her birthright, an old enemy
becomes increasingly determined that neither will succeed. Who will
ultimately rise to power and wear the crown?
G.O.A.T. Football Teams - Joe Levit 2021
Every season, the National Football League (NFL) crowns a new
champion at the Super Bowl. But only a select few can be the greatest of
all time. Count down the top ten teams in NFL history. Read about their
amazing plays, incredible stats, and jaw-dropping moments. Then use
that info to make your own picks for the NFL's G.O.A.T.
The Adventures of Team Pom: Squid Happens - Isabel Roxas 2021-06-08
When oddballs Agnes, Roberta and Ruby discover a shared passion for
synchronized swimming, the trio become Team Pom. But between snack
time, their favorite TV show, and raising pigeons, it can be hard to find
time to practice. “Good book alert! Drew and her daughters love biting
into a good book together, and The Adventures of Team Pom is a
hilarious series they revisit again and again!” —The Drew Barrymore
Show “The ethnically inclusive team and their friendship dynamic is a
highlight of this joyfully absurd, pleasingly overstuffed story.”
—Publishers Weekly "Will this unusual bunch find the teamwork,
practice, and grace needed to become water-dance superstars? Readers
will find out for themselves in this page-turning comic book filled with
friendship, suspense and lots of charm." —Illustoria Mag This crew of
self-proclaimed weirdos are tired of their loser status in the pool. But on
their way to gain the respect and free snacks they deserve, they stumble
upon a lonely giant squid. Will he be the secret weapon they need for
synchronized swimming stardom? Will they be able to outwit the sinister
strangers in bowler hats, or will they end up with ink on their faces? The
first in this series and a debut comic book from award-winning Filipino
illustrator Isabel Roxas, Squid Happens is a hilarious read that explores
friendship, teamwork and what it means to be yourself.
The Boys in the Boat (Young Readers Adaptation) - Daniel James
Brown 2016-08-02
The #1 New York Times bestseller freshly adapted for the next
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generation, now with brand new content including an author Q&A and
never-before-seen photographs Inspiration for the PBS American
Experience Documentary 'The Boys of '36' For readers of Unbroken, out
of the depths of the Great Depression comes the astonishing tale of nine
working-class boys from the American West who at the 1936 Olympics
showed the world what true grit really meant. With rowers who were the
sons of loggers, shipyard workers, and farmers, the University of
Washington’s eight-oar crew was never expected to defeat the elite East
Coast teams, yet they did, going on to shock the world by challenging the
German boat rowing for Adolf Hitler. At the center of the tale is Joe
Rantz, a teenager without family or prospects, whose personal quest
captures the spirit of his generation—the generation that would prove in
the coming years that the Nazis could not prevail over American
determination and optimism. This deeply emotional yet easily accessible
young readers adaptation of the award-winning #1 New York Times
bestseller features never-before-seen photographs, highly visual back
matter, and an exclusive new introduction.
Do Big Things - Craig Ross 2017-08-16
An inspiring, practical and progress-oriented blueprint for energetic
achievement. Amid constant swirl, uncertainty, and complexity is your
team capable of doing big things? Too often people are pulled together,
labeled a “team,” given a directive, and expected to deliver results
quickly. Soon, however, due to lack of focus, increasing pressures and
competing priorities the team suffers from DSD: distracted, hopelessly
stressed and disconnected from one another. Predictably, the team
flatlines and the energy needed to succeed is lost. Based upon research
of what successful teams do to overcome severe odds, Do Big Things
presents an intuitive, seven-step process that equips teams with how to
quickly and consistently operate in a manner necessary for success.
Team members develop the self-awareness and ability to: Bring their
best to every situation Bring out the best in others in every interaction
Partner across the business to deliver common objectives Filled with
practical tools and engaging stories of teams today, Do Big Things equips
leaders with “the how” to quickly identify and activate the behaviors
needed to achieve more than you or your team ever thought possible.
Idea and information exchanges interlock the hand, head and heart of
each team member to get everyone moving toward a common goal.
Increasingly, individually and collectively, the team becomes emotionally
stronger and more productive as they do their work. Do Big Things
provides your team with the common language necessary to be
authentic, empathetic and transparent, so that potential barriers to
success come to light – faster. This empowers the team to be more
accountable with an enterprise mindset, because they can have the
profound discussions needed to adapt quicker to unforeseen challenges
and demonstrate an innovative reflex. By applying the concepts in this
book, the team’s daily interactions are transformed, focus is sustained,
and energetic progress toward your goals is triggered. Every member of
your team wants to succeed. Do Big Things provides a straightforward
method to bring greater meaning to the work everyone does so the team
delivers extraordinary performance together. You know what your team
can achieve—now use the proven method to enable them to do it.
Pop Team Epic - Bkub Okawa 2018-10-02
A gonzo, irreverent, four-panel manga featuring two 14-year-old girls
who will bicker and curse their way into your heart. No filter. No shame.
No logic. No problem! So you think that Popuko and Pipimi are just
typical cute, sweet tweens? Think again f#%**ers! Ask the millions of
fans in Japan and abroad….. these girls are nasty, vulgar, and they don’t
take crap from anyone! The bizarre four-panel comic by Bkub Okawa, on
which the hit anime is based, is filled with obscure pop culture
references (including walk-ons by characters from other series) and
tongue-in-cheek—and in-your-face—quips and snipes, as well as
inappropriate physical violence. POP TEAM EPIC will keep you laughing,
confused, and addicted!
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